A Series of Six Lectures

by

Dr. Berit As

Assistant Professor, Institute of Psychology, University of Oslo; social scientist, feminist and politician.
Thursday, November 3  Invisible, Silly, Incompetent and Wicked —the five master suppression techniques

Thursday, November 10  The Secret Garden of Women —the invisible female culture

Thursday, November 17  Twice as Good for Half the Price —women in traditional institutions

Thursday, November 24  How Do “We” Survive Without Slaves? —women as property

Thursday, December 1  Why Only Eve was Told the Truth —and kept her mouth shut

Thursday, December 8  The Global Uprising of Women —and why it cannot be stopped

All lectures are at 7:30 p.m.
Seton Academic Centre, Auditorium A

Sponsored by the Institute for the Study of Women, Mount Saint Vincent University.